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Abstract. This paper reviews selected advancements concerning the
theoretical, numerical and experimental investigation of Non-Ideal Com-
pressible Fluid Dynamics (NICFD) flows for Renewable Energy applica-
tions. First, we review the so-called non-ideal oblique shock waves. After,
we briefly discuss the state-of-the-art concerning computational models
for NICFD applications, with a particular focus on the predictions ac-
curacy assessment. Eventually, we describe a Bayesian framework for
inferring the material-dependent parameters appearing in complex ther-
modynamics models for NICFD.
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1 Introduction

Non-Ideal Compressible-Fluid Dynamics (NICFD) is devoted to the investiga-
tion of compressible flows endowed with a particular thermodynamic behavior.
Namely, thermodynamics does not abide by the equation of state for ideal gases,
P = ρRT with P being the pressure, ρ the fluid density, R the gas constant and
T the fluid temperature. These are molecular complex vapor flows operating in
thermodynamics conditions close to the liquid-vapor saturation curve and crit-
ical point. In the non-ideal state, flows may exhibit peculiar features such as a
non-ideal increase of the speed of sound upon isentropic expansion, see [2, 48,
41, 23, 43]. The qualitative behavior of compressible-fluid flows is classified by
means of the so-called Fundamental Derivative of Gasdynamics Γ [41]

Γ ≡ c4

2v3

(
∂2v

∂P 2

)
s

, with c2 ≡
(
∂P

∂ρ

)
s

, (1)

where s the entropy, v the specific volume and c is the speed of sound.
Conventional treatments of gasdynamics assume, either explicitly or implic-

itly, that Γ > 1 in the dilute gas limit. From the qualitative point of view,
the gasdynamic behavior of any fluid with constant Γ > 1 resembles that of
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ideal gases. In the close proximity of the vapor-liquid saturation curve, the fluid
can show values of Γ smaller than one, therefore being non-ideal. It is standard
practice to distinguish between the cases Γ ≤ 0 and 0 < Γ ≤ 1: the former
case refers to non-classical gasdynamics, as opposed to classical gasdynamics for
which Γ > 0. If present, the extension of the non-ideal and non-classical region
vary from fluid to fluid and depending on the thermodynamic model employed.
Within the non-classical limit, unconventional phenomena such as expansion
shocks, isentropic compression fans, split shocks and composite waves are al-
lowed, see for instance references [41, 43, 8–10, 25, 1]. The so-called non-classical
phenomena are caused by negative non-linearities (Γ changing its sign), and the
most striking example is the admissibility of expansion shocks and composite
waves. It must be noticed, though, that experimental evidence of negative non-
linearities is still missing at present, thus leaving the existence of non-classical
phenomena an open question in fluid mechanics. In this respect, recent advance-
ments indicate the possibility of observing negative nonlinearities in common
substances (other than Bethe–Zel’dovich–Thompson fluids) due to critical-point
anomalies [27, 28]. Nevertheless, these phenomena go beyond the scope of this
contribution which is limited to classical flows only.

The compressibility factor Z is a parameter that quantifies how much the
flow departs from the ideal regime. Z is defined as follows:

Z =
Pv

RT
. (2)

In the ideal regime the compressibility factor is equal (or close) to unity; as the
thermodynamics departs from ideality, Z decreases.

In this contribution, we presented a review of the advancements achieved
partially within the UTOPIAE project frame, a Marie Curie Innovative Train-
ing Network funded by the European Commission through the H2020 funding
stream, and partially within the frame of the European Research Council (ERC)
Consolidator Grant project NSHOCK. Moving from the discussion of an un-
precedented physical phenomenon presented in Sec. 2, we review the very first
accuracy assessment of computational models for NICFD flows in Sec. 3 and an
observation-based inferential investigation of the material-dependent parameters
included in complex thermodynamics models, in Sec. 4.

2 Non-Ideal Oblique Shock Waves

In this section, we discuss non-ideal gasdynamic effects in steady oblique shock-
waves. Part of the contents presented hereinafter appear in Ref. [17, 18, 46, 44,
50, 49, 15, 45, 11].

In particular, we review the so-called non-ideal oblique shock waves i.e., clas-
sical compression shocks of finite amplitude across which a Mach number increase
is observed [17, 18, 46, 15, 45]. Across a shock, the fluid undergoes a transforma-
tion from state A to state B. In polytropic dilute gases, the post-shock ther-
modynamic and kinematic quantities, and the wave angle itself, are completely
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determined by the Mach number of the flow ahead of the shock and by the
specific heat ratio γ.

In [17], it was shown that a non-ideal vapor suffers from a more or less no-
ticeable dependence on the pre-shock thermodynamic state. Furthermore, there
exists a particular set of pre-shock states resulting into a non-ideal Mach number
increase across the wave. This peculiar kind of waves are referred to as non-ideal
oblique shocks. The definition of their thermodynamic admissibility region and
the extension of the mathematical model to flows of fluids exhibiting positive
non-linearity can be found in [46]. From the theoretical point of view non-ideal
oblique shocks are possible for any flow in the regime Γ < 1. Numerical experi-
ments, presented in [17, 46], were performed using the polytropic van der Waals
model of siloxane fluid MDM. In some cases, the post-shock Mach number was
found to increase up to 1.5 times the pre-shock Mach number. In Fig. 1(a-b),
we report the variation of the pre-post shock ratio of some quantities of interest,
for two of the conditions reported in [17]. The selected configurations exhibit
the same upstream values of the entropy and of the Mach number (sA,MA). By
retaining the labeling defined in [17], Fig. 1(a) reports results related to state
A1, with ΓA1

> 1. Since ΓA1
> 1, the model predicts MB < MA for each possible

oblique shock configuration with upstream state A1. Note that suffix n identifies
the quantity component normal to the shock front.
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Fig. 1. Variation of the speed of sound ratio cA/cB , normal Mach number ratio
MB,n/MA,n and Mach number ratio MB/MA with shock angle β as computed from the
polytropic vdW model siloxane fluid MDM. The shock angle spans from the minimum
value β = asin(1/MA), corresponding to an acoustic wave, up to the maximum value
β = π/2, corresponding to a normal shock wave. (a) case A1; (b) case A2;

In Fig. 1(b), state A2, with ΓA2
< 1 is considered showing that there exists

a range of shock angles in which the Mach number increases. Due to the almost
negligible entropy rise, and together with ΓB < 1, cB initially decreases with
increasing shock angle, as shown in Fig. 1(b), where cB < cA up to 47.9 [deg].
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A pronounced local minimum if found at 38.3 [deg]. The post-shock state char-
acterized by MB = MA occurs at 42.5 [deg] whereas the local peak for MB is
found at 38.2 [deg] and corresponds to the ratio MB/MA = 1.5.

The variation of the flow deflection angle θ with the shock angle β for each of
the configurations considered is shown in Fig. 2(a), where it is compared with the
curve labelled IG, which corresponds to the polytropic ideal gas case and, as is
well-known, it is independent of the pre-shock thermodynamic state PA, vA [42].
The curves computed by means of the polytropic vdW model exhibit substantial
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Fig. 2. Diagrams illustrating (a) the variation of the flow deflection angle θ with shock
angle β and (b) the polar of the Mach number, where MBx = MB cos θ and MBy =
MB sin θ, as computed from the polytropic van der Waals model of siloxane fluid MDM.
Also shown are the curves, labeled IG, that correspond to the polytropic ideal gas case
with the same upstream Mach number MA used in the computation of the non-ideal
cases.

differences depending on the pre-shock thermodynamic state. In particular, the
maximum turning angle θmax that the flow can sustain across a planar attached
shock wave varies from 9.5 [deg] of case A1 up to 50.2 [deg] of case A4. In
contrast, θmax = 23.0 [deg] for the polytropic ideal gas.

Finally, the same results can be conveniently presented also in term of the
shock polar for the Mach number, namely a plot of MBy = MB sin θ versus
MBx = MB cos θ, as shown in Fig. 2(b) for each non-ideal configuration consid-
ered and the polytropic ideal gas counterpart. This analysis has a sound theo-
retical basis, owing to the fact that the simple van der Waals model is known
to predict the correct qualitative behavior in the single-phase thermodynamic
region close to liquid-vapour equilibrium (sufficiently far from the critical point
for critical phenomena to be negligible). Moreover, the occurrence of non-ideal
shock waves is confirmed for diverse substances using also state-of-the-art ther-
modynamic models, see [18, 46, 45].
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The experimental verification of the occurrence of non-ideal shock waves can
be devised in test rigs working with fluids of high or even moderate molecular
complexity. In [50, 49], steady oblique shock waves were observed for the first time
in non-ideal supersonic flows of single-phase organic vapors. Oblique shock waves
were observed and characterized experimentally at varying stagnation conditions
in the pre-shock state, for a set of different flow deviation angles. Observations
confirm the shock wave theory for two-dimensional steady flows, proving a purely
non-ideal dependence, in addition to the well-known dependence on the pre-
shock Mach number, specific heat ratio and flow deviation angle typical of dilute
gas conditions, of the shock pressure ratio on stagnation conditions. Figure 3(a)
reports the Schlieren observation of oblique shocks propagating in a supersonic
non-ideal stream. The stream is obtained using a planar converging-diverging
nozzle. A backward facing step at the nozzle throat produces symmetric shocks
propagating downtream, into the divergent section. The location of pressure
probes is also indicated with green dots. Figure 3(b) reports instead the Schlieren
observation of the shock pattern generated around a diamond-shaped airfoil
profile plunged into a supersonic stream.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Experimental Schlieren images of experiments for the observation of oblique
shocks in non-ideal supersonic flows.

The non-ideal increase of the flow Mach number across oblique shocks and the
dependence of the shock angle and flow deviation from the upstream thermody-
namic state are arguably relevant in applications where oblique shock waves are
either intentionally formed (e.g. engine intake ramps) or a byproduct of the su-
personic flow expansion (e.g. fish-tail shocks in turbine nozzle vanes, over/under-
expanded jet from nozzle exit). In Ref. [44] the authors investigate the relevance
of non-ideal oblique shocks to renewable energy application.

3 NICFD Computational Model Accuracy Assessment

The SU2 an open-source suite [29, 12] embodies the reference among NICFD
computational solvers. In the limited framework of ideal flows of air, the reli-
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ability of the SU2 suite was extensively assessed [29, 30, 13, 12, 35]. Preliminary
verification of the SU2 NICFD solver implementation can be found in [47, 16,
33]. The results shown hereinafter are taken from [21, 19, 49, 15]. These works,
developed in the frame of the NSHOCK and UTOPIAE projects, concern the
first-ever experimental assessment of a Non-Ideal Compressible-Fluid Dynamics
(NICFD) model.

The experimental test set considered to carry out the assessment includes
flow configurations of practical interest for renewable energy applications. More
precisely, experiments aim at reproducing the supersonic flow of MDM within
turbine vanes in ORC power production systems. These typical flow configura-
tions, involving fluid flows in mildly-to-highly non-ideal regimes, are reproduced
numerically, using the non-ideal solver from SU2. Results are then compared
against pressure and Mach number measurements collected at the Compressible-
fluid dynamics for Renewable Energy Applications (CREA) laboratory of Po-
litecnico di Milano, using the Test-Rig for Organic VApours (TROVA) [37, 22,
32]. The TROVA is equipped with pressure probes, to record the value of static
pressure at the test section side wall. Temperature and pressure are also moni-
tored within the settling chamber, ahead of the test section. Mach number mea-
surements are also available through the post-processing of schlieren images.
Gaussian Probability Density Function (PDF) distribution are systematically
considered for all the observations.

The computational model accuracy assessment takes advantage of an Un-
certainty Quantification (UQ) analysis [34], to assess the role of aleatory un-
certainties on the nominal test conditions and thus to quantify the validity and
robustness of SU2 predictions. Uncertainties are propagated through the solver
and statistical moments of selected outputs are computed using a non-intrusive
Polynomial Chaos expansion approach [24]. The output statistics, complemented
with their numerical 2σ range, are compared against the experimental measure-
ments and their associated tolerances. Several papers addressed the problem of
quantifying uncertainties in the numerical simulation of non-ideal flows. Some of
these papers [3, 4, 26] specifically focused the attention on thermodynamic mod-
els. In other works [6, 7, 14], multiple sources of uncertainties have been taken
into account, both on operating conditions and thermodynamic models. Accord-
ing to the conclusions presented in these works, the uncertainties related to the
thermodynamic model can be neglected with respect to the ones related to the
operating conditions of the experimental facility. Therefore, in the following two
sources of uncertainty were taken into account. Namely, the uncertainty on the
measured values of the total pressure and total temperature at the inlet of the
test section.

The test case and the results reported here are taken from [19]. The assess-
ment test case considered in this review consists of a planar converging-diverging
nozzle and the experiment aims at reproducing the isentropic expansion of a
siloxane MDM flow in a non-ideal regime. Further details regarding the geometry
and the test-rig set-up can be found in [39] and [36]. The TROVA is a blowdown
facility and, as the high-pressure reservoir empties, the flow encompasses highly
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non-ideal to ideal regimes. In the original work [19], 5 time instances (A-E) were
selected during two discharges at diverse reservoir conditions, for a total of 10
different flow configurations. Here, retaining the same labeling, we show only the
A1, E1 and the A2, E2 cases.

These experiments were reproduced numerically by means of steady simula-
tions of inviscid flows, using diverse meshes and diverse thermodynamic models.
To assess the role of the viscous effects, two and three-dimensional simulations
based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations were also car-
ried out. Figure 4 shows the pressure mean trends, for the considered experiments
(A1-E1 on the left column and A2-E2 on the right column), complemented by
±2σ ranges resulting from the UQ analysis. On the same plots, experimental
measurements (diamond marks) and their 2σ uncertainty bars are reported for
comparison.

The numerical solution fairly matches experimental data in all cases: the
mean pressure trend is indeed very close to the measured values. Discrepancies
are generally found near the exhaust section, where the increase of the boundary
layer thickness causes the flow to re-compress. Moreover, differences reduce as
the flow regime drifts from highly non-ideal to ideal, see [19].

Schlieren images are exploited to directly measure the local value of the Mach
number for test A2. Fig. 5(a) reports the experimental measurements and the
related error bars, see [38]. In the same plot, the numerical mean solution and the
±2σ interval, resulting from the UQ analysis of the Mach number, for test A2,
are also reported. The mean solution is well included within the experimental
error bars, pointing out the reliability of the predicted Mach number trend.

For test A2, a sensitivity analysis based on the computation of the Sobol
indices for static pressure is reported in Fig. 5.(b), Clearly, the analysis reveals
that the inflow total pressure uncertainty utterly dominates. On the other hand,
the inflow total temperature uncertainty contributes significantly to the static
pressure variability in the close proximity of the discharging section.

4 Bayesian Inference of Fluid Model Parameters

The recent offspring of experimental facilities for the investigation of non-ideal
flows goes so far as to envision that a considerable amount of data will be soon
available. Certainly, this calls for the development of novel and reliable tools, to
take advantage of data collected in experiments.

In this section, we report the description of a Bayesian framework for infer-
ring the material-dependent parameters appearing in complex thermodynamics
models for non-ideal flows. The contents presented hereinafter appear in Ref. [15,
20]. The framework is tailored on the TROVA test-rig at Politecnico di Milano
[37, 22, 32] and it is intended to evaluate the potential analysis which could be
done on NICFD flows data. In particular, results reported hereinafter concern
the inference of the Peng-Robinson (PR) fluid model parameters[31]. The cali-
bration data set o is relative to the non-ideal expansion of a supersonic MDM
flow across a converging diverging nozzle. The reader is referred to [15, 20] for
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Fig. 4. accuracy assessment for discharge 1 (left column) and 2 (right column). Experi-
ments A (top row) and E (bottom row). The continuous lines are the CFD predictions,
complemented by the uncertainty bars. Diamond marks correspond to experimental
measurements.
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Fig. 5. case A2. (a) Experimental values and error bars relative to the Mach number
measure are compared against the mean solution and the numerical error bars resulting
from the UQ analysis; (b) Sobol indices for static pressure related to uncertainty on
both the values of total pressure and total temperature at the inlet.

a thorough description of the experiments and for a detailed summary of test
conditions. In the inference process, the unknown variables set q includes the
TROVA operating conditions and the PR model parameters. The operating con-
ditions are included in the inferential process and treated as nuisance parameters.
According to this notation, the Bayes theorem reads

P (q | o) ∝ P (o | q) P (q) , (3)

being q = (P t, T t, Pcr, Tcr, ω, γ)T , respectively, the inflow total pressure, the in-
flow total temperature, the MDM critical pressure and temperature, the MDM
acentric factor and the specific heat ratio. A gaussian likelihood function L is
employed. Uniformly distributed priors P (q) ∼ Uq[qmin,qmax] are considered.
Priors bounds were selected to largely encompass reference values found in liter-
ature or according to thermodynamic stability criteria or physical limits. Given
that U points out a uniform probability distribution, the Bayes theorem ulti-
mately reads

P (q | o) ∝ ΠjLjUq, j = Ne, (4)

being Ne the number of experiments carried out. The resulting Probability Den-
sity Functions (PDF) are reported in Fig. 6 (we recall that ξj are, in order,
P t, T t, Pcr, Tcr, ω, γ). Generally, the mass of the posteriors is accumulated over
the upper or the lower bounds. This reveals that inference process is trying
to explore regions of the stochastic space which are outside the imposed prior
bounds. Only the posterior of ξ1, related to the total pressure P t at the nozzle in-
let, is fully contained within the prior range. In general, the Bayesian framework
fails in finding a combination of values allowing the matching between numerics
and experiments. Results suggest either an epistemic uncertainty underlying the
computational model of the test section or biased experimental observations.
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Fig. 6. posterior PDFs for the PR thermodynamic model parameters. The red line is
the prior, the blue line the posterior.

Inference based on a synthetic data set i.e., observations are extrapolated
from high-fidelity simulations, reveal that the considered experiment may not
be suitable for the goal of inferring the Peng-Robinson model coefficients for
MDM [20]. Indeed, it is virtually shown that, despite the variety of measure-
ments that can possibly be obtained within the TROVA, little may be potentially
learned. Nevertheless, the framework is returning substantial indications towards
the development of future experiments. For instance, temperature measurements
would be beneficial to the inference process, as their inclusion helps sharpening
the posterior distributions of some unknowns. Moreover, in the considered ther-
modynamic conditions the problem is utterly dominated by the uncertainty over
the value of total pressure at the domain inlet. Therefore, accurately controlling
the flow inflow conditions is crucial. Though not easily achievable in practice, test
conditions closer to the saturation curve, which foster more significant non-ideal
effects, yield an improved output of the inference process.

5 Conclusions

This contribution reviews some of the advancements achieved in the frame of two
EU-funded project (UTOPIAE and NSHOCK). Namely, we provide an overview
about non-ideal oblique shock waves. The non-ideal effects described in Sec. 2
are relevant to many applications including, just to mention a few, engine in-
takes rockets, supersonic nozzle outflows, under-expanded jets and highly-loaded
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turbo-machinery stages. In particular, they may influence the pattern of the typ-
ical fish-tail shocks generated at the turbine stator blade training edge. There-
fore, their understanding is of the utmost relevance for the future improvement
of ORC turbine design.

In Sec 3 we review the first-ever experimental-based accuracy assessment of
computational models for NICFD flows. Results reveal that all the considered
non-ideal flows are fairly well simulated by the SU2 NICFD CFD solver. The
variability of the numerical solution is limited to very small values, pointing out
the robustness and the predictive character of the numerical tool. Nevertheless,
numerical/experimental comparisons also reveal a mismatch increasing with the
flow regime non-ideal behavior. The mismatch suggests that the CFD model of
the TROVA test-rig could be further improved.

In Sec 4 we review a Bayesian framework for the inference of the material-
dependent parameters entering complex equation of state for non-ideal flows.
Results suggest that the available measurements are possibly biased or that the
computational model includes some inherent uncertainties. Anyway, an analysis
based on a synthetic data set reveals that the available observations (Mach and
pressure measurements) would not bring substantial information to the inference
process. The analysis shows that temperature measurements, though difficult to
obtain, would instead be beneficial.
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